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1.

Urban scale & Public Realm ; The Boardwalk:
Adaptability follows from these design rules on urban & architectural scale.

The new harbor area will get a strong focus for future adaptability,
and a new way of developing. In order to achieve this, there is a
new form of coalition.
The proposed “organic” form of development is achieved by
coalition formation. In practice this will mean that residents and
businesses together will build the district and support each other’s
initiatives. They need each other to get ahead, and in that way
confirm a gradual build-up of the area. This will be achieved by
limited conditions to build / renovate, arranged in the form of the
‘Boardwalk’ rules. This type of peer-to-peer development has
been proven effective at recent times (see page 4)
Adaptability:
This is accomplished by creating over-dimensions. Dimensions in
the broadest sense of the word.
The public space will be addressed and dimensioned so that it
is future-proof, but more importantly, offers space for initiatives.
Space for a spontaneous meeting, festival or market. But also
space as a developer or entrepreneur to use with a company or
event, and for example by means of a pavilion or street furniture
for the public. The TT-assen will be given a real platform for
festivals and demonstration on the quays during their events,
supported and enabled by the automotive companies in the area.
The public space gets a central tour, a route called the
‘Boardwalk’. This can be connected as a company or
entrepreneur, the space is ecqual through the same
materialization of facade & boardwalk. The space and facades
(the companies) are one. The public space can facilitate several
initiatives.
To give the boardwalk and the urban framework, as designed,
existence, the town’s hinterland (the southern area) will be
bougt by municipality to keep it controllable. Business owners
and residents who live around this area wil, in accordance with
the rules, slowly annexing and differentiate this place. It is the
‘playground’ of their development.
The character of the area is rough, mixed and includes many
quays and industrial heritage. This can be divided into: a building
with character (= that is permanently preserved), character
silhouette (= part of an ensemble, and roof forms of new
buildings), and transformation of building. The last remaining
option is demolition and new construction.

transforming the havenkwartier
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1.

The public space become largely car-free. This ensures the flexibility
needed for the boardwalk scenario. The car movements are occasionally
in other directions as the route of the boardwalk: and directing
immediately into a parking garage. There are no roads, but there is
‘varied’ width and position of the place and public space, herein lies the
bicycle and pedestrian traffic area.
The accessibility of the area by boat is growing in accompany to the
target group, Assen has invested heavily in water, this will continue to be
used in the plan.

boardwalk materialization

The ‘Boardwalk’ is the route that connects all fields (north an south)
together. This will be the bearer of the plan, ensuring that this process
can occur. It is the hub of the new harbor area. The southern area is
made to an urban character, and industrial. North gets a relaxed profile
and more space for greenery, and free houses. Between buildings 1 and
2 there is a large multifunction square, that offers space on the water but
also use for events.

transformation & use of art-warehouse

2.

Flexibility
Achieving social sustainability and integration of public realm

Achieving sustainablity trough social diversity in; housing typology, size,
diversity in programming, and integration of public realm.
Transformation and organic development = growth in this time of crisis.
Coalition and adaptability.
Real ‘assens’ = to be there for each other. Assen NEEDS PIONEERS!
people who dare and can, put this area to their hands. Examples
are small entrepreneurs, people with a craft, but also an artist who is
involved with design of objects for the public area. To attract these
pioneers to the area, their initially offered something extra/free. This can
range from a vegetable garden next to the house in the wasteland, the
use of an empty warehouse for a atelier, or you can also think of a more
flexible policy permits by the municipality with regard to temporary use
of public and vacant space.
In the area coalitions are formed; you have to commit to get started!
If you join there is an extra. Think of a large showroom for all car
companies, this clears the streets, and herein workshop rent is possible,
or use the car-bridge for third parties. Pioneers of Assen get for example,
a vegetable garden or a BMX track.

using the garden for restaurant
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2.
Sensor

Havenkwartier is also adaptable through the extensive use of
sustainability and smart innovations at the location. To achieve this, the
Sensor City University of Assen will attracted in the area, in a hallway
near the sewage water treatment and the lock. The university will use
the area as a case study and also ensure that the reuse of energy from
sewage treatment plants and the water power of the lock will be put
in, for example the energy for public lighting. Havenkwartier will be,
through the sensor university a ‘measurable’ district, which is capable of
adapting to the needs in energy and technology, as requested.

Stichting

Sensor City

Experimenteren met sensoren
in de openbare ruimte,
bijvoorbeeld met straatverlichting

Sensor City Lab

art / sustainable design streetlights

Sensor university contributes to; public lighting with adjustable tuning
used for day and night, this is an adaptable part! It will be use for
Entertainment: Creating the visual spectacle of an event, generation.
And trough distribution of energy of the lock.
The WWTP processes the sludge and uses the biogas from the sewage
to produce renewable electricity.
Combustion of biogas from sludge treatment plant, creates electricity
from e.g. sewage or general street lighting in the area. Even better, the
residual heat can be used as a district heating in a loop to the homes /
offices / shops.The cooking-fat from the local restaurants & bars can be
added to the fermentation process of biogas, to speed up the process.
In total, this yields = 50% CO2 reduction and energy / electricity for 2500
homes!
Rioolzuivering  gebruiken  om  energie  op  te  wekken  voor  het  havengebied

Rioolzuivering  gebruiken  om  energie  op  te  wekken  voor  het  havengebied

Sluis  wordt  energie  opwekker
Gebruik  de  beweging  van  de  waterverplaatsing

biogas installation at WWTP

Duurzaamheid

the lock near block 2

Sluis  wordt  energie  opwekker
Gebruik  de  beweging  van  de  waterverplaatsing

Duurzaamheid
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3.

Scenario:
How does the coalition in the area work in a scenario.

“All existing cardealers get a new shared accommodations in the largest
warehouse in the northern part of the area, thus swept clean all areas in
the historic port area, from lose secondhand cars. The hall will a breeding
and gathering place where the cars get their deserved exhibition and
which may be the spot for collectors and old-timers in the area. Sharing
the ‘auto bridge’.
The owner of the steel company a little further way, has such a great
oldsmobile and interest of using the car-bridge there. He teaches his steel
= planishing skills to car owners in advance.
The existing steel factory / blacksmith makes the street furniture for new
Havenkwartier in the urban space. It uses raw materials that the context
and character of the place interpret, and displays the port identity,
the spirit of the place. The local artist in a shed a block away, with his
‘temporary’ studio, makes the design for this street furniture. The artist
has his studio temporarily, until the next development starts. It will be a
building using his own gallery, workshop and house. This building will
makes sure that the further realization of 25 ground-level houses will
be made possible. The location around this block is built, the shed will
hereafter be used as a covered garden / vegetable garden. In this garden
the families are assisted by the local breeder, which,across the canal,
has his restaurant in a hall. During the day this is a cooking school for the
“the Havenkwartier-highschool”. In the evening is a restaurant with fresh
vegetables of the ‘own’ garden.
The content of the grease-waste of all catering in the area is collected
into the existing sewage treatment, to stoke where district heating for
2,500 homes is reprocessed. From the biogas plant that the town has
placed a higher combustion will make more than enough energy for the
new Havenkwartier. And so the district is largely held by self-perpetuating
initiatives, and more importantly, developed for and by residents /
entrepeneurs. The residents of Block 1 & 2 in the harbor area are strongly
committed to their work. They do their business in the plinth of their
residential and office buildings on the north bank of the boardwalk. From
this it’s emerged as an collectives place for the whole area, this breeding
ground of creatives and entrepreneurs together bundled in one place
symbolizes the coalition of Havenkwartier.”

vegetable
garden

car-workshop

Sensor

Sensor City

restaurants
garden

blacksmith

art-warehouse
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4.

The design, Block 1 & 2:
An industrial urban block on a spatial location at the waterside, achieving sustainability trough diversity, in
housing typology, in housing size and program

Over-size will be realized in the new blocks at the project location.
This is reflected in a broader storey height, wider housing grid and a
future-proof plan of housing by using only a few fixed elements such as
columns and cores where the house manifests itself around.
On the north side of the boardwalk are two commuting blocks that form
the link between the northern and southern areas of Havenkwartier, and
symbolize the new architecture of the area.
The buildings have a lively plinth with homes above it. The building
blocks are cut up to the water to reach the quay and experience the
canal, on different levels To reinforce this, the blocks are connected
by a large playground and a dock-level that is square to the canal.
This creates a walkway along the water. The shape of block 1 is cut up
bringing light and sun deep into the building, but the orthogonal corners
of the assignment are kept intact to connect to the existing urban grid of
sheds and halls in the area.
Block 1 opens from the inside to the water with a big stairs as seating
and below business areas. There above the houses point themselves on
the water with the inner area as galleries and balconies. The houses are
all focused on the views and towards the center of Assen.
In places where the facade opens there is a stratification of the wall by
a steel frame, which refers to the appearance of industrial docklands.
Similarly, the flight staircase leading from the high corner of the building
downwards, turns into a slide at the playground pier.
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4.

Dock-Lock Assen
Dock stands for a connector of multiple layers, lock is the chain that connects them trough boardwalk
and the fysical lock.

On the north side of the boardwalk are two commuting blocks that form
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symbolize the new architecture of the area.
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boathouse block 2

appartment house from above section

